Fourni Terrain Maps: TER.333

First and foremost, it is the only map of Fourni available! It comes in the scale 1:25,000,
showing everything with great clarity and its made with data collected 100% through field
survey. For the first time all the trails of Fourni are accurately shown with distances
measured in kilometers, so you estimate the duration of your hike. It includes a map of the
neighboring islands of Thimena, Aghios Minas and all the uninhabited islets, with their
coastline fully mapped (all beaches are shown). It is printed on Polyart plastic material,
making it totally waterproof and rip-proof. You can fold it and unfold it a hundred times, fold
it in irregular ways, dunk it in the sea or leave it out in the rain. This map is indestructible!
The islands entire coastline is mapped for the first time with TERRAINs specially equipped
and staffed cartographic vessel. This means that you can locate all beaches of the island, down
to the tiniest cove! In fact, the special features of every single beach are recorded: whether it is
sandy or pebbled, whether it features natural tree shade, water, a beach bar or organized water
sports, whether the seabed in front of the beach is sandy or rocky (so that you will know where
to anchor). The reverse side features an illustrated mini travel guide, with information on the
islands myths and history, geography and natural environment, sights and major attractions.
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